
Become a Wizard with Maguss Wand on
Kickstarter!
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Prepare to be spellbound!

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK,
DENMARK, September 1, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Copenhagen, DK
– On August 4 2015, Ondrej Tokar, an
enthusiastic fantasy and everything
magicrelated fan, has decided to launch
a Kickstarter campaign for the Maguss
Wand, a unique and interactive handheld
device which will allow you to cast spells
and become a real wizard. Anyone who
has ever thought of magic coming real
has been born in to the right age.
“From a young age, I have always been
passionate about fantasy, role playing
and the magic world. I couldn’t resist a
temptation to become a wizard even just
for a one day and therefore I have tried
anything that would help me to achieve
that. That is the reason why I came up
with an idea of Maguss Wand,” says the
founder, “I wanted to create something
that would help people come closer to
being a wizard and make them active.
Maguss Wand will not only allow them to
organize duels against each other
anywhere they want but also has a
potential to build communities and have a
huge social impact.“
Maguss Wand is an electronic device
which functions on a similar concept as a
laser tag. It is made out of either extra durable plastic or wood and has a traditional wooden texture
which makes the wand look stunningly realistic. Together with a receiver and a mobile app, which
come in the same package, Maguss Wand will allow you to battle against your opponents in duels,
level up and unlock new spells for you to use.
To defeat your opponent in a duel you will have to master the correct spell motion otherwise you won’t
hit your target and, probably, lose the battle. That means success in the duel will depend on your
handiness and agility. Every hit of an opponent will be accompanied by a specific sound signal.
Maguss Wand comes with several basic spells which duelers will be able to cast to defeat their
opponents with.

http://www.einpresswire.com


How it works

“The duel system we have created
makes battles exciting and dramatic. You
will be able to not just attack with a spell
but also defend or just temporarily ‘stun’
your opponent,” the creator explains, “All
the info about the duel will be shown in
the application therefore duelers will have
all the data they want to know. From how
much experiences they have gained,
through spells they’ve casted to info
about the winner“.
In exchange for pledging to the project,
backers can gain access to variety of
rewards including a replica of the wand
which has no functionality but looks
awesome for approx. $29, a Standard
Package which includes the Maguss
Wand, the Maguss Receiver, credentials
for the Maguss App & Website along with
a Standard Package of spells for approx.
$88, two premium Standard Packages
which include VIP status for both and a
possibility to reserve a nickname, or a
Luxury Package which consists of

handmade wooden Maguss Wand, the Maguss Receiver, credentials for the Maguss App & Website
along with a Standard Package of spells for approx. $219.
For more information, please visit the Kickstarter page here or contact the creator below. 

Contact Information
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MagussWand
Twitter: @MagussWand
YouTube Channel: MagussWand

Ondrej Tokar
Maguss
+4526591675
email us here
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